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Roadmap	of	Presentations

1. Overview: How economists think about environmental 
information and its effects on decision making (E. Uchida—URI)

2. Laboratory experiments (E. Uchida—URI)
3. Field experiments (K. Messer—UD)
4. Agent-based Models (A. Zia - UVM)
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How do economists think about environmental information 
and its effects on decision making?
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More information      = reduces uncertainty

Information has value because it allows individuals to make choices that 
yield higher expected profits or utility than they would obtain from 
choices made in the absence of information.



How do economists think about environmental information 
and its effects on decision making?
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Why effects of information on behavior is not trivial

} Water flows!
} “where” and “when” matters, not just how much people pollute

} Individual emission is difficult to monitor (nonpoint source; information is 
costly and asymmetric)

} Humans can react strategically to new information
} Decisions are often made based on social, cognitive, and emotional factors
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How and why social science research is relevant

} Social science can help gain understanding of impact of environmental 
information
} Test how polluters may change behavior (or not) with more information (=less 

uncertainty)
} Test how consumers may change consumption choices
} Test how information changes effectiveness of policies
} Understand potential unintended consequences
} Test how social, cognitive and emotional factors come into play

} Test market mechanisms and other policies even before they are introduced in 
the society
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How economists approach these problems
} Theory

} Game theory, behavioral economics, environmental economics, experimental 
economics

} Methods
} Laboratory experiments (Emi Uchida)
} Field experiments (Kent Messer)
} Agent-based models (Asim Kia)
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Social Dimensions 
in NEWRnet

Experimental Economics

Experimental 
Economics Projects

Multidisciplinary 
Projects

Agent-Based Models

Missisiquoi
watershed (VM)

ABMs in Delaware & 
Rhode Island

Graduate Course in  
Experimental 
Economics

Field Studies 
Involving Farmers 
and Homeowners

Outreach to Policy-
Makers and 
Stakeholders
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Overview	of	Research	Accomplishments
} 27	Research	Projects,	involving	29	different	researchers	have	been	
started	related	to	NEWRnet	themes.
} 3	accepted	(Water	Resource	Research,		Agricultural	and	Resource	Economic	

Review)
} Interdisciplinary	collaborations
} Collaborations	with	several	assistant	professors,	graduate	and	

undergraduate	students
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Stakeholder	Engagement
} Examples	of	State	level	engagement	

} Vermont Governor’s Climate Cabinet
} Vermont initiative on building a “culture of clean water”
} Rhode Island Nursey and Landscape Association
} Lake Champlain Basin program
} Delaware	Inland	Bays
} Dan	Leathers	is	the	Delaware	State	Climatologist

} Examples	of	national	level	engagement		
} USDA	Natural	Resource	Conservation	Service
} USDA	Farm	Service	Agency
} National	Association	of	State	Conservation	Agencies
} National	Association	of	Conservation	Districts	

} Tri-state stakeholder meeting TODAY
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Laboratory experiments
} Policies and market designs can 

be tested before they are 
introduced in the society

} Controlled environment
} Subjects are typically students 

and are asked to make 
decisions in games and 
experiments

} Uses cash to motivate subjects 
to mimic real-world incentives

} Vernon Smith: Nobel Prize in 
Economics
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Experimental Economics students participating in an ultimatum game. 
Source: http://www.stlawu.edu/economics/experiment-lab 



Example:

The impact of information on behavior under an ambient-
base policy for regulating nonpoint source pollution 

(Water Resources Research 2016)

Haoran Miao1, Jacob Fooks2, Todd Guilfoos1, 
Kent Messer3, Soni M. Pradhanang4, 

Jordan Suter5, Simona Trandafir1, Emi Uchida1

1 Department of Environmental and Natural Resource Economics, University of Rhode Island
2 USDA Economics Research Service
3 Department of Applied Economics and Statistics, University of Delaware
4 Department of Geosciences, University of Rhode Island
5 Department of Agricultural and Resource Economics, Colorado State University16



• A fundamental problem of nonpoint source pollution: Polluters have more information than regulators 
(information asymmetries)

• Ambient based tax/subsidy: a potential solution (Segerson 1988)
• Lab experiments (Spraggon 2002, 2004, 2013; Alpízar et al. 2004; Poe et al. 2004; Cochard et al. 

2005; Vossler et al.2006; Suter et al. 2009; Vossler et al. 2013)

• Information problems still exist even when targeting ambient pollution level
• Ambient pollution concentration is often measured infrequently
• Affected differently by land parcels at varying distances from sensor
• Diffused nature of NPS add more complexity
• Response of policy to pollution emissions is stochastic.

• Recent sensing technology can provide more accurate information
• Enables real-time, continuous information for more locations.

• Most previous studies on ambient-based policies assume that the ambient pollution concentration is a 
constant, symmetric function of polluters’ production decisions, and that the regulator has perfect real-time 
information about this constant ambient pollution

Motivation
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• Research Question
• How does number of sensors and frequency of monitoring using sensors 

affect polluters’ behavior and the performance of ambient pollution 
tax/subsidy policy?

• Methods
• Laboratory experiment with college students
• Simulate pollution dynamics (Total N) over space and time using phyical

nutrient transport  model (QUAL2K*)
* River and Stream Water Quality Model (Chapra et al., 2008) by USEPA

Research Question and Methods
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Experiment set up

• 6 firms operate on 6 different parcels, chooses production level that is associated with emission
• Different locations influence marginal damage associated with production

• Diffusion process: Emissions from upstream parcels diffuse over larger length of the stream; they have larger duration of 
impact on concentration distribution than downstream parcels

• Assume that economic damage is determined by maximum pollution concentration, measured downstream of parcel 6

• Firms face an ambient tax/subsidy policy
• Tax/subsidy is based on measured maximum pollution concentration and a target level determined by the regulator
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Treatments

1 sensor 2 sensors
Low frequency sensing Low, 1 sensor Low, 2 sensors
High frequency sensing High, 1 sensor High, 2 sensors
Continuous sensing Continuous, 1 sensor Continuous, 2 sensors
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• 6 treatments + one baseline without sensing or tax/subsidy

• Subjects play 6 rounds in each treatment

• 108 college students as subjects



Treatments

Treatment Label Number of 
sensors

Frequency of 
sensing

Ambient 
tax/subsidy

A No Sensor 0 No Sensing No

B One Sensor, 
Low Frequency

1 Low Yes

C One Sensor, 
High Frequency

1 High Yes

D One Sensor, 
Continuous

1 Continuous Yes

E Two Sensors, 
Low Frequency

2 Low Yes

F Two Sensors, 
High Frequency

2 High Yes

G Two Sensors,
Continuous

2 Continuous Yes
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Examples of hypotheses based on numerical simulations

H1: overall emission
H2: Individual 

emission

H3: Individual emission
H4: Social 
efficiency

Upstream Downstream

Tax/subsidy

# of sensors No effect

More frequent sensing 

• H1: Tax/subsidy policy lowers emissions
• H2: Increasing # of sensors will not influence individual behavior. 

• H3: More frequent sensing reduces emissions of producers far away from the sensor more than those 

close to the sensor. 

• H4: Social welfare is highest under the ambient tax/subsidy policy with continuous sensing.
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Results support some hypotheses

H1: overall emission
H2: Individual 

emission

H3: Individual emission
H4: Social 
efficiency

Upstream Downstream

Tax/subsidy

# of sensors No effect

More frequent sensing 

• H1: Tax/subsidy policy lowers emissions
• H2: Increasing # of sensors will not influence individual behavior. 

• H3: More frequent sensing reduces emissions of producers far away from the sensor more than those 

close to the sensor. 

• H4: Social welfare is highest under the ambient tax/subsidy policy with continuous sensing.
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Key findings and implications

} Sensing more frequency led to lower emissions and higher social efficiency but 
with limitations
} Largest gain was from low to high sensing; less gain from high to continuous sensing.
} Decreased emissions of downstream firms but increased emissions from upstream 

firms

} Increasing # of sensors had limited effect on average emissions from each firm
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Key findings from related experiments #1: 
Role of information (=less uncertainty)

1. More information affects technology choices, not just 
production level

} With more sensing, firms choose greener technology (Griesinger et al.)
} With less uncertainty in weather and price of the green technology, 

firms adopt the technology sooner (Merrill et al.)

2. Firms can learn from past experience, leading to better 
performance of ambient policy

} Information about other firm’s emission and the group’s past 
experience (Wu et al.)

} Producers may be learning from their own past experience over time 
(Miao et al.)

} Communication with other polluters helps reduce uncertainty 
(Guilfoos et al.)
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Anarobic digester on a New England farm. 
Source: http://vanguardrenewables.com/jordan-dairy-farm/ 



Key findings #2: Performance of policies

1. Performance of ambient tax policy:
} Doesn’t work as well when producers are different in 

size and dirtiness (Wu et al.)
} Individual-targeted tax policy leads to less emission 

(Grand et al)
2. Ambient tax policy vs. alternative policies 

} Conservation compliance requirement policy (Palm-
Forester): require agricultural firms to meet certain 
environmental standards to receive payments from federal 
programs
¨ Reduces emissions
¨ Higher adoption rate of conservation technology when 

there is assurance of no penalty for those who adopt 
technology

¨ More politically palatable than tax, but less cost effective
26

Barrett, T. (2010). Tom Barrett talks with local dairy farmers. Tom Barrett for Wisconsin.



Key findings #3: Other ways to reduce emissions
} Insights from behavioral economics

} Stewardship signaling can reduce emissions (Griesinger et al.)
} Community shaming / social pressures
} Data visualization matters
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